
Some people think that universities should provide graduates with the knowledge and 
skills needed in the workplace .others think that the true function of a university should 
be to give access to knowledge for its own sake. regardless of whether the course is 
useful to an employer. 

Generally speaking  the literacy and knowledge play a main role in our future such that 
one could have this chance to be a winner in the tough competitions especially in the 
workplace. Many people believe that the education in university must be related to 
one's ’s future occupation. However,   the others say that the nature of knowledge must 
be significant regardless of what kind of relationship there is between the workplace 
and education. What we will be addressing in this essay is the discussion about the 
influence of educational based concentration and preparation of jobseekers before 
landing/finding/getting/obtaining a related job on their effectiveness which as far as the 
writer’s concerned there is a direct bearing between them and there is going to be 
clarified as below.

It's an inevitable fact that when there is spoken the more concentrated one is, the more 
effective and successful one he/she is in the workplace. regarding this matter the role of 
suitable and needed prerequisites such as related former education are highlighted 
which lead jobseekers to claim for a the better position such as manag management ing 
in white color jobs in high level vocational classes due to direct relationship between 
mentally preparation and concentration which is affected by the level of linked 
education while the majority of people have lots of problems owing to lack of 
preparation before getting a job.

Secondly, when one takes the job related to one's course in the university it is not only 
beneficial for employers to cut  the expenses of education which is required during the 
job, but also it is really helpful for employees regarding passing taking practical courses 
which makes them knowledgeable know-how enough to be successful in their future 
job.

Finally, psychologically speaking people could find their self-belief and release their 
mind in the stressful ambience of job derived from tough competition regardless of how 
long their courses were  just by consideration of this feeling they passed related course 
so they have stronger CV to offer to their employers though, admittedly, the more 
competent and qualified  in passing a course one is, the more dexterous one he/she is 
during one's their job.

To sum up, it's crystal clear when it is  the positive role of mental and practical 
preparation is addressed the positive role of mentally and practically preparation for 



landing a related job which could be derived however educated and skilled one is in 
advance which shows the vital role of the related education for paving the way of 
getting suitable job.

The more prepared and concentrated you are, the better paved the way for progress.
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